Erasmus+ Youth Exchange

Venue: Zebegény, Hungary
Date: 02.09.2019. - 10.09.2019.
Participating countries: Croatia (6+1), Spain (6+1), Hungary (6+2)
Age of the participants: 18-30
Topic: Community art

The aim of our project is to provide an intercultural dialogue in Zebegény, Hungary, between
22 artists, youth workers and the ones who work on the frontiers of art. We observe the task
of contemporary art and it’s role in social responsibility, the possibilities of art tools in youth
work and how an artist or an art group can profit from a youth exchange.
During our project, we make three groups of mixed nationalities, who create community
paintings/drawings in Zebegény. Each group will have a few meters long surface to figure
out, draw and paint their common vision about an imagined city.
The participant artists and youth workers can take part in each and every phase of the work,
they can work together, get to know each other’s viewpoints, and they get feedback as well.

About community art:
„Community art is artistic activity that is based in a community setting, characterised by
interaction or dialogue with the community and often involving a professional artist
collaborating with people who may not otherwise engage in the arts.”
(TATE art terms)
It means during the project you will have the possibility to create art together, but not
especially according your own vision. As a participant you don’t have to be a professional
artist, the point is to be open minded, to open your point of wiev in art, to make something
together as a team, and ofcourse, have fun!

Location & venue:
Zebegény is a picturesque historic village in Pest county, Hungary. It is located 60 km north
of Budapest in the Danube Bend, next to the Duna-Ipoly National Park. It is a favourite
destination for tourists, who love the quiet and the fresh air. Due to its nice beaches,
mountains, and forests, the village was nicknamed "The marble of the Danube Bend".
Zebegény is easily approachable by MÁV train as it is one of the station in the BudapestBratislava train route. The train takes around 55 minutes from Budapest, starts daily in every
hour from Budapest Nyugati train terminal.
Participants will be hosted at „Börzsöny Kapuja Vendégház”, which is a hostel close to the
bank of the Danube (and also to the train station). The place provides free Wi-Fi. We will
have our meals nearby.

Accomodation on Google maps:
https://www.google.com/maps/place/B%C3%B6rzs%C3%B6nykapuja+Vend%C3%A9gh%C3%A1z/@4
7.797146,18.9099893,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x476a878fc9a2e2f1:0xc18c07ec5b08fb00!8
m2!3d47.797146!4d18.912178

We are proud to say that we will create our community artworks in „Szőnyi Tábor”, what is
the venue of one of the most important artists' colonys in Hungary.

Budapest Public Transport Guide (in english):
http://bkk.hu/apps/docs/turisztikai_kiadvany_en.pdf

Travel fees and others:
Croatia: 180 € / participant
Spain: 270 € / participant
Hungary: 20 € / participant
The project is financed by the Erasmus+ programme. The costs related to accommodation
and food will be completely covered by the hosting organisation and the travel costs will be
covered according to the Erasmus+ standards.

About the hosting organisation:
CTRRL+V is a Hungarian NGO in the field of social and cultural youth work and activism. We
are a non-profit organization, established in 2016. We are working in Hungary, in the region
of Danube Bend.
The organization is dealing with international projects, since it is now mainly connected and
working with university students, and young employees. CTRRL+V supports the mobilization
and integration of the youth, and encourages them to improve their creativity and
entrepreneurship to create even more fruitful collaborations in the future. Using mostly
creative and artistic tools, CTRRL+V's aim is to deepen the social awareness and intercultural
knowledge of the future generation, practicing the methods of non-formal learning and
through intercultural dialogue.
More about us and also about our projects:
https://cultrural.com/

NGO contact:
Mail: contact@cultrural.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/cultrural/
Insta: @ctrrlv

Coordinator Contact:
Name: Péter Bódi
Mail: bodi.peter@kepzo.hu

FB: https://www.facebook.com/bodi.peter.peter
Phone: +36308173619

